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**Abstract.** Battery swapping is a promising technology when compared with the traditional electric vehicle charging stations. The time spent at a battery swapping station might be similar to the time spent at a filling station. The article presents information on attempts to implement this solution, methods of battery swapping, infrastructure and operation of battery swapping stations, as well as the benefits and key challenges of the battery swapping technology.
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**Introduction**

The development of electric vehicles (EVs) is widely popularised by their owners, EVs manufacturers, global governments and investors mainly due to the ability to reduce carbon dioxide emissions and thus reduce the environmental impact of the transport sector. The increasing penetration of electric vehicles has the potential to reduce pollutant emissions and reduce the consumption of conventional fuels. Moreover, EVs can also contribute to increasing the use of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar energy sources as the batteries in electric cars are capable of storing electricity [6].

Charging EVs' batteries plays a key role in the adaptability of electromobility. The current charging process mainly involves connecting an EV to a household electrical outlet or charging station and leaving it on for a few hours. This method requires much more time than refueling a vehicle with an internal combustion engine and is a serious barrier to the popularisation of EVs. The exception is super-fast high-power charging stations (up to 350 kW) that allow you to charge an electric car in about 20 minutes depending on the battery capacity. However, fast charging of many electric vehicles may have a negative impact on the parameters of energy quality [8, 9].

One solution to overcome obstacles related to charging EVs is to replace discharged batteries with fully charged ones at a battery swapping station (BSS). Unlike charging electric vehicles with a wired or wireless method, replacing the battery could only take a few minutes. Thanks to BSSs, they could extend their journeys and reduce the time needed for further driving [23].

1. **Attempts to implement battery swapping in practice**

In the early 1900s, manual battery swapping services were first proposed to overcome the limited range of EVs. This solution was popular until the mid-1920s [15].

In 2007, the company Better Place was founded. It provided the first commercially implemented automatic battery swapping service, but it was only available for electric cars – it was not implemented for heavy vehicles (buses and trucks). However, the company declared bankruptcy in Israel in May 2013. Mainly due to a flawed strategy of building large battery swapping stations in selected geographic locations. Users were often forced to travel long distances to swap batteries, which resulted in their dissatisfaction. Although the Better Place company went bankrupt, it demonstrated that automation of battery swapping is feasible in practice. Battery swapping technology for electric buses was first commercially deployed by China in 2008. During the Summer Olympics, batteries were replaced in about 50 buses running on various routes. Since then, battery swapping in such vehicles has been widely implemented in China, Japan, and South Korea [17, 26].

In 2014, the Chinese company NIO undertook the dissemination of battery swapping technology (NIO Power Grid technology). It offers a combination of multiple energy charging solutions focused on improving the user experience. The core of this strategy is based on NIO’s chargeable, replaceable and upgradable smart energy service system. The company announced that by October 5, 2020, the total number of electric vehicle battery swapping services in China reached 1 million. This is twice as many as on May 25, 2020. This shows how fast the demand for this service is growing. Since spring 2020, NIO has also increased the number of battery swap stations from 131 to 155 [17, 26].

2. **Battery swapping methods**

The following are the various swapping methods, which are classified according to the location of the battery in the vehicle and the robotic arm's application point [1, 2]:

- **bottom swapping** is for vehicles with a battery that is located at the bottom of the vehicle. The swapping station is designed such that the vehicle is parked on a raised platform and the batteries are switched from the bottom using a robotic arm and other accessories that are usually located below ground level,
- **top swapping:** This is more widely seen with electric buses, where the batteries are mounted on top and the rooftop opens as the bus arrives, allowing the swapping to be done by a robotic arm,
- **sideways swapping** is commonly seen in buses and other vehicles where the sideways configuration is the most practical,
- **rear swapping** is seen in vehicles where the battery is mounted backwards. Typically in the case of vehicles with a big trunk.

3. **The principle of operation of battery swapping stations**

In order to establish and successfully implement battery swapping technology for electric vehicles such as cars, vans, and buses, extensive planning must be carried out, covering all necessary requirements, from the availability of batteries and chargers to the storage and management of data via the cloud and communication between components so as to ensure interoperability. BSSs can only operate successfully if there is continuous communication between the different components of the system (a vehicle, the BSS and information system). The information system is used to communicate with both the vehicle and the station [2].
The vehicle communicates with the information system using the WAVE communication system (integration of several communication networks into one), while the station uses local Internet access. When the battery charge of the vehicle is low, the information system receives a notification from the vehicle requesting a battery swapping service. The information system informs the station of the location of the vehicle and the estimated time of arrival so as to prepare an available battery until the vehicle arrives at the station. When the vehicle arrives at the station, the driver swipes one’s membership card and the information system verifies all relevant data contained therein. This data includes information about the vehicle, battery, swapping history, completed transactions and other relevant information. All data must then be archived in the cloud and be accessible to the station owner and customer to ensure full transparency of procedures. Once the swapping is completed, the discharged battery is monitored for state of charge, degradation level, battery age, or number of charge and discharge cycles completed [1, 2].

The main components of the charging station include:

- a control room (controlling and monitoring the overall operation of the BSS),
- charging racks coupled with battery racks,
- a swapping track (the zone where the batteries are located during the swap),
- a swapping lane (the road where the vehicle is during the swap),
- a swapping robot,
- battery and charger service room,
- a service room for other BSS components.

In the BSS, the driver who arrives first should have priority compared to those who arrive later as is the case at conventional filling stations. In order to meet the demand of all customers approaching the BSS, it is necessary to recharge the batteries immediately after the swap so that they are available for the next customers. An integrated BSS should maximise the range with minimal waiting time for battery swapping.

In the literature, there are models presented where discharged batteries are transported to a battery charging station and after recharging, they are transported to the BSS again. The idea of this approach is presented in Fig. 1. Transporting a large number of centrally charged batteries usually requires the use of a logistics system. The battery charging strategies and schedules, location of BSSs as well as their construction have received much attention from researchers [3, 10, 13, 20–22, 24].

Due to constraints such as a geographical location, a limited availability of BSSs and overcrowding at stations, there is a need to design a more flexible and efficient EV battery swap architecture. Two modes of battery swapping can be distinguished – passive mode and active mode. In passive mode, the goal of having enough energy to drive an EV anytime and anywhere is not realized. Drivers must travel to the BSS to replace the battery pack. Due to the limitations of the location of the station and the number of existing batteries, there may still be a long waiting time for an available battery at that time [2].

In the active mode, battery swapping is performed using an additional vehicle that pulls up to a vehicle with a battery that is near or discharged. Recently, the high-speed EV battery swapping device has been developed [19]. Such a device can be mounted on a vehicle that is converted into a mobile BSS. The battery removal and installation operations take place at the same time. Thus, the whole swapping process is very fast and takes only a few minutes (approximately 3 minutes in the experimental environment). Using a van as the BSS, the exchange can be carried out at any time and any place.

4. Advantages of battery swapping stations

As shown in Fig. 1, battery swapping requires mutual interactions between a power system, an EV owner, and the battery swapping station.

The EV owner would like to replace his discharged battery with a fully charged one in the shortest time possible and move on while the BSS owner considers the most favorable electricity price for him to recharge the discharged battery and minimize the associated costs. Also important is the inherent interdependence between the BSS and the power system.

The behavior of EVs owners is unpredictable, and there are limited options for coordinated charging and discharging of grid-connected EV batteries at this time [7]. Uncontrolled charging of plug-in EVs might have a significant impact on the power system as they can contribute to load growth during peak demand. A battery swap solution offers a controlled charging strategy in terms of scheduling battery charging time without plugging in and immobilizing an entire EV for more than 20 minutes. Charging stations for the batteries themselves or battery swap stations that are also charging stations are able to defer charging to off-peak demand hours, which can solve the grid overload problem [4, 25].

From the power system’s point of view, BSSs are a large flexible load. The energy storage capability of EV batteries provides an excellent opportunity for the owner of the BSS to offer grid services. By controlling the charging and discharging times of the batteries, the potential peak demand or overload caused by the increasing penetration of electric vehicles can be flattened. This can be achieved by setting an intelligent charging schedule without having to upgrade the current grid infrastructure. EV batteries can also help regulate frequency of a grid.

With a rapidly growing market for EVs, the need for fast chargers could become a major concern for consumers. To keep up with technological advances, infrastructure will need to be upgraded on the household side as well as at public charging stations. In this respect, battery swap stations are superior.
to traditional charging infrastructure because upgrades are only needed at the swap station location.

From the EV owner's perspective, battery swapping technology has several key advantages:

- lowering the price of the electric vehicle (the exchange stations own the batteries),
- reduced concern about battery life (use of advanced charging strategies),
- reduced cost of infrastructure upgrades.

5. Challenges of battery swapping stations

Speed is the biggest advantage of battery swapping. The whole operation can take a few minutes, which is about the same time as it takes to fill up a vehicle with a combustion engine. Another advantage of this solution is that the owner does not have to leave the vehicle to change a battery. He does not have to touch publicly accessible wires, buttons or display, which greatly facilitates social distance. However, the issues of battery swapping are more complex and have many challenges.

- Infrastructure
  The infrastructure required to implement this solution is much more complex and costly than charging batteries at conventional charging stations. The difference between the BSS and a charging station is that the demand of the BSS can be continuously controlled. Furthermore, to meet the daily demand of any station, the number of charged batteries should always exceed a certain percentage of the daily demand. One possible strategy is to have one battery in the vehicle and another at the swap station, i.e. two batteries for each car [16].

- Feasibility
  The design of batteries as well EVs themselves is currently one of the biggest obstacles to the battery swapping technology. During the battery swapping process, sparks can occur and contacts can degrade. The design of the battery pack should consider the reliability and safety of the vehicle owner when removing the battery pack and placing it back into the vehicle [5, 14].

- Interchangeability
  The compatibility of the batteries as well as the battery swapping technology itself can ensure the success of this solution and make it dominant in the market. The main requirement is the availability of similar interchangeable battery packs from different manufacturers, which of course requires their common agreement. This might cause limitation of innovation and battery development will state as cell manufacturers, at the end of the product chain, will have to design standardized cells. It can be argued that there could be different power segments for a set of batteries, but this would create a supply and demand problem, as well as possible compatibility issues with vehicles that cannot use higher or lower power batteries.

- Battery degradation
  The range of an electric car decreases as the battery deteriorates. Customers will mostly demand the newest batteries possible because they will provide more range compared to batteries that have been around longer. For this reason, the use of a particular battery in battery exchange stations can be quite short despite favourable charging conditions. However, such batteries can later be used as energy storage from renewable energy sources [18].

- Battery ownership
  In the current model, the vehicle owner owns the battery. If BSSs were to become more popular, vehicle owners would have to buy an additional battery or rent one. It also seems interesting to be able to buy an electric car without owning the battery. This has several advantages. Since the vehicle owner would not own the battery then the electric car would be less expensive. The owner could pay the cost of leasing the battery along with the cost of charging and replacing the battery at the station. This could be charged each time the battery is replaced or could be, for example, a monthly fee. A form of long-term leasing could be expensive because the costs include a minimum of two sets of batteries and the service fee of the swapping station (conventional station charging requires only one battery, purchased with the car) [2].

6. Battery swapping stations for public transport

One of the most important and widely used means of public transportation is city buses. Due to their economic feasibility and their ability to serve almost all possible urban routes with little maintenance, they are very popular. The characteristic features of buses are as follows [12]:

- they drive predetermined routes with a specific schedule,
- they run almost exclusively during the hours of transport services,
- they stop for a short break between routes, which means that after the end of one route the bus is immediately prepared for the next route with a minimal stopping time. This is to maximize the utilisation of the bus fleet without keeping them at the depots for long periods of time.

These features can be interpreted in two ways and can be arguments for, but also against, electrification of public transport. A serious issue that needs special attention is the fastest possible recharging of the bus batteries. A battery swapping may then be necessary to avoid schedule delays and to ensure the highest possible usability of the buses. The advantages of this solution are [11]:

- speed (compared to the various vehicle charging strategies available) which allows the consumer to continue driving without major delays,
- shortening the waiting time for the bus battery to be charged, as well as extending the life of the battery (it does not need to be quickly charged at 50 kW and above),
- bidirectionality of energy flow, and the ability to provide ancillary services. Batteries can mitigate issues related to the variability and uncertainty of renewable energy production.

Using a battery swapping technology can be cost-effective for bus owners, as well as for BSS owners, due to the mutually beneficial cost reductions resulting from charging the batteries during low load periods and the ability to return excess energy to the grid.

An electric bus with a replaceable battery is being developed under a Polish research project. The project is implemented by the bus manufacturer Autosan, the National Centre for Research and Development, and the Lukasiewicz PIMOT consortium [27].

7. Conclusions

The swapping of EV batteries is a promising alternative to traditional battery charging stations. The implementation of such a technology could positively affect the electric power system due to the possibility of implementing auxiliary services (spinning reserve, active power regulation, load balancing, reactive power compensation, support for renewable energy sources).

This paper presents aspects of the implementation of battery substations, the principle of the substation, how batteries can be replaced and the benefits of BSSs for drivers, substation owners and the power system. Furthermore, the key challenges of BSSs are discussed.

To fully use the potential of the BSS, EV batteries should be easily replaceable and accessible. One important requirement would be the establishment of consistent standards – how to replace batteries as well as battery standards. According to the author, the best strategy for using BSSs is a model where the battery is owned by the company that owns the BSS. The most important advantage, besides the reduced charging time, is that the purchase price of an EV could then be lower, which could contribute to the development of electromobility.